Call for Papers: **International Ancient Warfare Conference 2022 - June 23-24**

Announcing an annual hybrid conference where all researchers on ancient warfare from around the world can get together in the same conference setting to share research and ideas.

This conference is the new annual reimagining of the prior International Ancient Warfare Conference (IAWC) series of conferences held previously in Wales and Gothenburg and run by Geoff Lee. The proceedings for the first of these came out in 2015: G. Lee, H. Whittaker, & G. Wrightson eds. *Ancient Warfare: Introducing Current Research (International Ancient Warfare Conference vol. 1).* Newcastle upon Tyne: Cambridge Scholars Press, 2015.

The organisers intend to publish proceedings of this conference as an ongoing book series.

Papers on any aspect, era or global location of Ancient Warfare and any relevant discipline are sought to facilitate a multi-disciplinary discussion.

The conference is aimed equally at postgraduate students, early career researchers and established academics.

Participants once approved, would submit a pre-recorded video of under 20 minutes of their presentation (with or without slides) and could then choose to join the conference on Zoom for 10 minutes of questions and discussion afterwards. This will mitigate for any failure in technology or internet connection. Participants gathered in a location can present live over zoom.

International papers will present between 7am-12pm US Central time and US scholars will present 12pm-5pm Central, with another international section from 5-9pm Central if applicable. Scholars in all time zones will have a chance to present and answer live questions on Zoom.

An in person component will see scholars gather in a room to watch zoom or prerecorded videos and join in zoom question periods together.

The current hosts are in the US Midwest but encourage other scholars to coordinate similar gatherings in other locations around the world as a part of the same conference.

This conference will be environmentally friendly and cheaper since no one has to fly internationally to attend while still preserving the excitement of gathering in person.

Send an abstract of 300 words and a brief bio to Graham Wrightson (graham.wrightson@sdstate.edu) BEFORE March 31st 2022.